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a b s t r a c t

The paper addresses the distributed path computation and rate allocation problems for

video delivery over multipath networks. The streaming rate on each path is determined

such that the end-to-end media distortion is minimized, when a media client aggregates

packets received via multiple network channels to the streaming server. In common

practical scenarios, it is, however, difficult for the server to have the full knowledge

about the network status. Therefore, we propose here a distributed path selection and

rate allocation algorithm, where the network nodes participate to the optimized path

selection and rate allocation based on their local view of the network. This eliminates

the need for end-to-end network monitoring, and permits the deployment of large scale

rate allocation solutions. We design a distributed algorithm for optimized rate

allocation, where the media client iteratively determines the best set of streaming

paths, based on information gathered by network nodes. Each intermediate node then

forwards incoming media flows on the outgoing paths, in a distributed manner. The

proposed algorithm is shown to quickly converge to the rate allocation that provides a

maximal quality to the video client. We also propose a distributed greedy algorithm that

achieves close-to-optimal end-to-end distortion performance in a single pass. Both

algorithms are shown to outperform simple heuristic-based rate allocation approaches

for numerous random network topologies. They offer an interesting solution for media-

specific rate allocation over large scale multipath networks.

& 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

As the internet is far from providing any widely
deployed guarantee of service, efficient media streaming
strategies have to be devised to cope with the weaknesses
of the network infrastructure, and provide an acceptable
quality to multimedia applications. Multipath streaming
emerged lately as an effective solution to overcome some
limitations of lossy internet paths [6,15]. It offers an
increase in streaming bandwidth by balancing the load
over multiple network paths between the media server
Elsevier B.V.
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and the client. It also provides means to limit packet loss
effects, when combined with error resilient streaming
strategies and scalable encoding capabilities. Multipath
streaming can be deployed in content delivery networks,
overlay networks or wireless and peer-to-peer scenarios,
where a client has access to the media sources simulta-
neously through multiple network paths.

This paper addresses the problem of media-specific
rate allocation for streaming applications in multipath
networks.

For given network parameters, an optimal set of
transmission paths are selected, along with their respec-
tive transmission rate, such that the decoded media
quality is maximized. However, path selection performed
exclusively at the server or at the client generally requires
end-to-end network monitoring, as well as the knowledge
of the complete network status at one point of the
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topology. This unfortunately limits the implementa-
tion of such algorithms to small-scale network scenarios.
Therefore, we propose in this paper, a distributed
solution where intermediate network nodes that are
capable of handling application-level information, parti-
cipate to the path selection and rate allocation algorithm
based on their local view of the network. Network nodes
become actively involved in the media delivery between a
streaming server and a media client; it permits to deploy
efficient video distribution applications in large scale
distributed architectures such as mesh or peer-to-peer
networks.

We build on our prior work [10] that describes a
server-driven framework for the analysis of joint path
and rate allocation in multipath video streaming.
We, however, bypass the limitations of centralized
approaches, and we propose here novel algorithms for
computing the streaming paths and the streaming rates
in a distributed manner. We consider a network model
composed of multiple flows between the client and
the streaming server, e.g., overlay networks or networks
with path diversity. The intermediate network nodes
together report the resources available for the streaming
session. Based on this information, the client deter-
mines the best path selection and rate allocation, and
generates flow reservation requests to the intermediate
network nodes and the streaming server. The client-based
flow reservation is then accommodated within the
network on a node-by-node basis. The joint path selection
and rate allocation performs iteratively, until all
intermediate nodes converge to a (unique) optimal
solution. The server finally adapts the media source rate
accordingly by scalable coding, or packet filtering for
example.

The new distributed path selection strategy permits
to relax the assumption of full network status knowledge
at the server and to eliminate the need for complex
end-to-end network monitoring strategies. We design a
path selection algorithm that quickly converges to the
optimal video rate allocation solution. In parallel, we
propose a fast, one-step algorithm, which provides a
close-to-optimal solution. The performance of both algo-
rithms are analyzed in details and compared to
simple heuristic-based approaches. Thanks to the optimal
media-specific allocation, the proposed algorithms clearly
outperform other strategies based on pure network
metrics. Thanks to their distributed nature and to the
media-specific considerations, these algorithms offer
effective solutions to the media streaming rate alloca-
tion problem in medium to large scale multipath
networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work and motivates the need for
distributed rate allocation solutions. Section 3 describes
in detail the streaming scenario considered in this
paper, and presents the rate allocation optimization
problem. We present our distributed solutions in Section
4 and we analyze the characteristics of the proposed
algorithms in Section 5. Extensive simulation results are
finally presented in Section 6 for numerous network
topologies.
2. Related work

This paper addresses the multipath routing problem
from a media application perspective. The process of
selecting the paths for transmission and their respective
rate allocation, targets an improved streaming experi-
ence measured in terms of video distortion. Several prior
works have discussed the path selection problem based
on pure network metrics. These works generally lead to
suboptimal solutions in terms of media quality. For
example, numerous routing algorithms have been pro-
posed in order to optimize a given network QoS
metric [28], to improve the performance of TCP over
wireless ad-hoc networks [20], to discover multiple
available network paths to one source [32], or to optimize
the network resource allocation in overlay multicasts
[3,25]. In addition, the authors of [33] adapt the DSR
protocol for ad-hoc networks to provide multiple viable
paths for multimedia transmissions. However, none
of these works specifically considers the multimedia
application characteristics in the routing decisions. They
rather rely on routing algorithms that find the best
path (or set of paths), given some established network
metrics. While this may be optimal in terms of network
utilization, it is, however, suboptimal from the point of
view of the quality of service for the media streaming
application. In 30–80% of the cases, the best paths found
by classic routing algorithms are suboptimal from a
media perspective [26].

At the same time, several works have investigated the
problem of multipath streaming, as a way to increase the
multimedia quality of service on lossy network infra-
structures. Nevertheless, most of the research work
dedicated to multipath streaming focuses on the stream-
ing process itself (media scheduling aspects), but gen-
erally not towards finding which paths should ideally be
used for the streaming application, for a given network
topology. More specifically, the multipath problem is
addressed in the case of media streaming in [21] for a
multicast scenario. The authors present a FEC scheme
combined with server diversity and a packet scheduling
mechanism, which intends to minimize the cumulative
distortion of individual erroneous video packets. Multi-
stream coding, combined with multipath transmission,
has been presented in [17] as a solution to fight against
network errors in an ad-hoc network environment. The
authors of [1] multiple path streaming scenario for the
transmission of video sequences encoded in multiple
descriptions. Other works in distributed video streaming
[13,35,22] deal with resource allocation and scheduling on
multiple, a priori chosen streaming paths, with the final
goal of minimizing the overall distortion perceived by the
media clients. All these works rely on a given set of
transmission paths, and try to optimally exploit these
network resources. However, none of these specifically
targets the optimal choice of the streaming paths or the
rate allocation problem for improving the multimedia
quality of service. The work presented in [30] addresses
the problem of choosing the best paths from a media
perspective. However, it only investigates the efficiency of
path switching schemes from the media application point
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of view, without analyzing the benefits of multipath
streaming.

In this work, we address the problem of joint selection
of network paths and rate allocation, such that the end-to-
end media distortion is minimized. In addition to
considering multipath strategies that have been shown
to improve streaming performances, our work also
innovates by proposing a distributed solution for path
computation. It alleviates the need for expensive end-to-
end path monitoring systems, and thus can be deployed in
large scale network scenarios. Our streaming framework
is quite generic and applies to any streaming system that
obeys an additive rule for the aggregated transmitted rate
and packet loss probabilities. The optimal routing and rate
allocation decision determines the best usage of end-to-
end transmission paths, so that the media distortion is
minimized when network flows are aggregated at the
decoder.

3. The distributed multipath rate allocation problem

3.1. Network and video model

We consider that the media streaming application is
deployed on a large scale network, e.g., overlay networks
or networks with path diversity. The network is modelled
as a fully connected, directed acyclic graph G(V,E),
between the streaming server S and the client C (Fig. 1).
V is the set of nodes in the network, and E is the set of
links. Each node NiAV has a local view Ni ¼ fIi;Oig of the
network topology, where IiDE and OiDE represent the sets
of incoming and respectively outgoing network links for
the node Ni. Each link LuAE has two associated positive
metrics:
�
 the available bandwidth ru40 and

�
 the average packet loss probability puA[0,1], assumed

to be independent of the streaming rate.

We define PC
i , 1pipn, as an end-to-end path between S

i i
and C in G, with parameters bC and pC being the end-to-
end bandwidth and the loss probability, respectively, and
Local Network View
At Node i 

Node i 

Lu (bu, pu)

Ii = {Lu}

Oi = {Lu}

Client C 

Server S

Fig. 1. Multipath network scenario and network view at Node Ni.
n the total number of distinct paths. A flow1 transmitted
on path PC

i has a streaming rate rC
i pbC

i
¼min (ru), and is

affected by the loss probability pi
C ¼ 1�PLu2Pi

C

Lu2Pi
C

ð1� puÞ.
We consider applications with stringent delay con-

straints and no possibility for packet retransmission.
Typically, we use UDP streaming strategies that are
generally preferred to TCP solutions in many streaming
scenarios. The video quality depends in this case on the
actual streaming/encoding rate and transmission loss
probabilities. We consider that the end-to-end media
distortion can be computed as the sum of the source
distortion and the channel distortion. It is commonly
admitted that the quality experienced at the client,
depends on both the distortion due to a lossy encoding
of the media information and the distortion due to losses
experienced in the network (see for example [5,29]). For a
given video encoder, the source distortion DS is mostly
driven by the encoding rate R (also called streaming rate
in this paper), and the media sequence content, whose
characteristics influence the rate-distortion characteristics
of the encoder. The channel distortion DL is dependent on
the average loss probability e sustained by video informa-
tion, and the sequence characteristics. It is roughly
proportional to the number of video entities (e.g., frames)
that cannot be decoded, and the loss probability e

corresponds to the actual video packet loss ratio when
video frames are encapsulated into distinct network
packets. The average end-to-end distortion can thus be
written as

D ¼ DS þ DL ¼ aRx
þ b 2 (1)

where a, bAR+ and xA[�1,0] are parameters that depend
on the video sequence. In the above multipath streaming
scenario, the streaming rate can simply be written as the
sum of the rates of the different flows

R ¼
Xn

i¼1

ri
C.

At the same time, when the loss processes on different
paths are independent, the overall loss probability
becomes

2¼

Pn
i¼1pi

Cri
CPn

i¼1ri
C

.

The average end-to-end distortion model is a simple
and general approximation, suitable for most common
streaming strategies where the number of packets per
frame is independent of the encoding rate, which can be
adjusted to the network offered streaming rate, e.g.,
through scalable encoding. Note that the actual video loss
process is likely to present a low correlation, due to the
usage of multiple paths. Under the given network
assumptions, the video distortion metric becomes quite
insensitive to the actual link error model, and is mostly
influenced by the average loss probabilities. A validation
of this model through video experiments can be found
in Ref. [10].
1 Throughout this paper, the terms flow and end-to-end network

path are used interchangeably.
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2 Note that in our developments, we assume that bC
i is the total fair

share of bandwidth allocated by the network for the streaming

application on path PC
i , and that the streaming flows do not suffer from

self-congestion.
3 For a discussion of a more general transmission error process, we

refer the interested reader to [12]; [27].
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In the remainder of this section, we first review briefly
the results for the multipath media rate allocation
problem in centralized systems. The relaxation of the
assumption about full knowledge of the network then
leads to a novel problem formulation for distributed path
selection in multipath video streaming. The solution of
this problem leads to the rate allocation algorithms
described in this paper.

3.2. Optimal rate allocation

This section briefly overviews the solution to the
optimal rate allocation, when the server has full knowl-
edge about the status of the network. In our previous
work [10], we have derived the analytical rules that allow
deriving the optimal solution to the joint path selection
and rate allocation problem for a given video stream,
with a simple algorithm whose complexity is linear in the
number of available end-to-end network paths. Namely,
once the parameters of all paths PC

i are known by S,
the three following theorems lead to the optimal greedy
rate allocation solution in any loop-free flow-equivalent
network graph. A flow-equivalent graph G denotes a
network topology where the maximum bandwidth
offered to the application (e.g., the maxflow of G) does
not depend on the choice of transmission paths. Flow-
equivalent networks represent most of the typical topol-
ogies encountered in practice, where bottleneck links
typically lie on the edge of the network, or between
domains. Interested readers are referred to Ref. [9] for
ample discussions and proofs of the following theorems.
They are given here for the sake of completeness, as they
are used in the distributed algorithm proposed in the
next section.

Theorem 1 (on–off flows). Given a flow-equivalent net-

work graph G with independent flows Fi
C having rates

rC
i A[0, bC

i ] and a distortion metric as defined in Eq. (1), the

optimal solution of the rate allocation problem when all the

paths are disjoint, lies at the margins of the value intervals

for all rC
i , i.e., the optimal value of rC

i is either 0 or bC
i ,

8i:1pipn.

Theorem 2 (parameter decoupling). Given a flow-equiva-

lent network graph G with independent flows Fi
C having

rates rC
i A[0, bC

i ] and a distortion metric as defined in Eq. (1),
the structure of the optimal rate allocation is F* ¼ [bC

1, bC
2,

y, bC
i , 0, 0, y 0].

Theorem 3 (bottleneck bandwidth sharing). Let Lu be a

bottleneck link for the set of paths Bu ¼ fP
k
Cg in G. The

bottleneck link bandwidth ru shall be shared among paths PC
k

in a greedy way, starting with the path affected by the lowest

loss probability.

When the characteristics of all paths PC
i are known by

the server S, Theorems 1–3 offer the guidelines for a
complete optimal path selection and rate allocation
solution. They show that the optimal rate allocation can
be achieved by a greedy path selection algorithm that
starts with the paths affected by the smallest end-to-end
loss probability. At the same time, the rate of bottleneck
links that are shared by multiple network paths should
also be split in a greedy manner among media flows. Once
a path PC

i is chosen for transmission, it is optimal to
stream at rate rC

i
¼ bC

i , from the media application
perspective.2 Based on these rules, the optimal path
selection and rate allocation can be achieved by a greedy
algorithm, which provides a low complexity solution to
media-specific resources optimization in flow-equivalent
networks. We present now novel distributed mechan-
isms for computing the available end-to-end paths
on the network graph, so that the strong assumption
of full network knowledge at the streaming server
can be relaxed. We eventually build on Theorems 1–3
in order to compute the optimal rate allocation on
these paths.

3.3. Distributed optimization problem

We now formalize the distributed path selection and
rate allocation problem addressed in this paper. When no
single node NiAV (including S), is aware of the entire
network topology G, we want to find the optimal path
selection and flow rate allocation that minimizes the
overall distortion D at the client. Under the assumptions
that the streaming rate can be controlled and that the
packet loss rate is independent of the streaming rate, the
server S eventually adapts the video encoding rate to
the aggregate rate of the available network paths used for
streaming, and to the loss processes experienced on these
paths.3 The optimization problem can be formulated
as follows:

3.3.1. Distributed multimedia rate allocation

problem (DMMR)

Given the flow-equivalent network graph G(V, E)
whose links Lu have a maximal bandwidth ru and an
average loss ratio pu, given the node local views Ni; 8Ni 2

V and given the video sequence characteristics G ¼ (a, b,
x), find the complete set of end-to-end paths PC

i , 1pipn

and the optimal rate allocation ~R
�

¼ ½r1
C; . . . ; r

n
C�
� that

minimizes the distortion metric D

~R
�

¼ argmin
~R

D ¼ argmin
~R

ðaRx
þ b 2Þ (2)

under the constraints

ri
Cpbi

C; 8P
i
C; 1pipnX

Pi
C :Lu2Pi

C

ri
Cpru; 8u such that Lu 2 E

where ~R represents the set of possible rate allocations on

G(V, E), R ¼
Pn
i¼1

ri
C and � ¼ Sn

i¼1pi
C
�ri

C

Sn
i¼1ri

C

:
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4. Distributed rate allocation

4.1. Distributed path computation

We present in this section two algorithms for dis-
tributed path selection and rate allocation. The algorithms
differ in the computation of the paths between the server
S and the client C. Before describing in detail the
distributed path computation and rate allocation strate-
gies, we briefly introduce the notation and assumptions
necessary to their presentation. Recall that every node
NiAV has only a local view of the network topology,
denoted by Ni ¼ fIi;Oig. Ii and Oi are the sets of incoming
and respectively outgoing links to/from Ni. We assume
that Ni possesses an estimate of the bandwidth ru and loss
probability pu on all the outgoing links (i.e., 8LuAOi).

Let Pi
k denote a path connecting the node Ni to the

server. In addition to maximal bandwidth bi
k and loss

probability pi
k, a path is characterized by two decisions

flags that are used by the distributed rate allocation
algorithms. The flag fk is a path reservation flag that can
only be set or reset by the client C, respectively the server
S, and the flag dk is a decision flag that can be updated by
any intermediate node on the path Pi

k. While fk is used to
advertise the network flows requested by the client C, dk is
used to signal the feasibility of a requested flow at an
intermediate node.

We denote by Pi ¼ {Pi
k} the set of all distinct paths

between the server S and the node Ni. Note that two
distinct paths Pi

k and Pi
l may not necessarily be fully

disjoint, as they may share one or more network links.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the paths in Pi

are ordered according to the increasing value of the path
loss probabilities pi

k. Let finally Pi
uDPi be the set of

distinct paths between the server S and the node Ni, which
share the incoming link LuAIi.

End-to-end paths between the server and the client are
then built in a distributed manner, since no node has the
full knowledge of the network status. These paths are
computed by path extension, which is performed inde-
pendently at each network node. We choose the notation
‘-’ to represent the path extension operator that adds a
link LuAOi leaving node Ni, to an incoming path Pi

kAPi. In
other words, if link Lu connects nodes Ni and Nj, we can
write Pj

l
¼ Pi

k-Lu, with Pj
lAPj

u and Pi
kAPi. We can

compute the bandwidth and loss probability parameters
for the extended path Pj

l
¼ Pi

k-Lu, respectively, as
bj

l
¼min(bi

k,ru) and pj
l
¼ 1�(1�pi

k)(1�pu).
We propose two different methods for distributed path

computation (employed by the two proposed algorithms),
which respectively constructs all the possible paths, or
builds them in a greedy manner. Formally, the two path
extension rules can be stated as follows.

Rule 1: Each incoming path Pi
kAPi at node Ni is

extended towards all the outgoing links LuAOi.
If the set of outgoing links directly connect Ni to several

nodes Nj, the set of extended paths at node Ni can be
written as Oi ¼ {Pj

l
¼ Pi

k-Lu|Pi
kAPi, LuAOi}. The subset of

the extended paths that borrow the particular outgoing
link Lu is written as Oi

u
¼ {Pj

l
¼ Pi

k-Lu|Pi
kAPi}. All paths

with null bandwidth are obviously omitted. It is easy to
see in this case that |Oi
u| ¼ |Pi| and that |Oi| ¼ |Pi||Oi|.

The size of the set is multiplicative in the number of
incoming flows and in the number of outgoing links [16].
It has to be noted that resource allocation for flows in O is
constrained by the available bandwidth on joint bottle-
neck links, and that all the paths may not be used
simultaneously at their full transmission bandwidth.

Rule 2: The incoming paths Pi
kAPi at node Ni, taken in

order of increasing loss probability pi
k are extended

towards the outgoing links LuAOi, taken in decreasing
order of reliability. Similarly to a water-filling algorithm,
the total outgoing bandwidth is greedily allocated to the
set of incoming paths, until all the incoming paths are
extended, or until no more bandwidth is available.

When the sets of outgoing links and the incoming
paths are both ordered along the increasing values of loss
probability, the set of extended paths at node Ni can be
written as

Gi ¼ Pl
j ¼ Pk

i ! Lu

Xu

m¼1

rm4
Xk�1

n¼1

bni and
Xu�1

m¼1

rmo
Xk

n¼1

bni

������

8<
:

9=
;

The subset of the paths in Gi that borrow the outgoing
link Lu is denoted Gi

u. Note that in this case, simultaneous
resource allocation for all flows in Gi, is feasible on G.

Based on the distributed path computation that
follows either Rule 1 or 2, we now describe two rate
allocation strategies called, respectively, Algorithms 1 and
2. Then we present both an optimal and a greedy rate
allocation algorithm for distributed multipath media
streaming.

4.2. Distributed path selection and rate allocation

The distributed path computation and rate allocation
algorithms proceed first by determining the paths avail-
able between the server and the client. Then they reserve
paths according to the optimal allocation computed by the
client. They proceed in two phases, the path discovery and
the path reservation phases, respectively. To this aim,
control messages are exchanged at the application layer
between the server S and the client C, and forwarded by
the intermediate nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We assume
the existence of a bidirectional control channel between
any two nodes in G that are connected by a network
segment Lu.

The server initiates the first phase of the algorithms by
sending path discovery messages Pathu on all outgoing
links. The messages are forwarded by the intermediate
nodes in the considered network overlay, on the control
channel associated with link Lu. At each intermediate
node, the Path messages contain the information (bi

k and
pi

k) related to every possible flow between the server and
node Ni, along with information related to previously
successfully reserved flows. The node then extends the
path according to Rule 1 or 2 (in the case of Algorithm 1 or
2, respectively), and forwards path discovery message
Pathu that contains information about the paths that
borrow the link Lu. Depending on the path exten-
sion strategy that uses either Rule 1 or 2, the client
eventually receive information about all possible paths, or
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Server

Client

A. Initiate Path 
messages.

B. 1. Aggregate incoming 
Path messages; 
2. Compute the rate allocation 
according to Rule 1 or Rule 2;
3. Update and forward Path 
messages.

C. 1. Compute flow 
reservation;
2. Initiate Resv messages. 

D. 1. Aggregate Resv  
messages;
2. Make flow reservation;
3. Update and forward 
Resv messages.

E. 1. Aggregate Resv messages; 
2. Compute flows;
3. Start streaming/Next iteration.

Path Message 
Resv Message 

Fig. 2. Distributed path selection and reservation.
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respectively about only a subset of them. In the latter case,
the paths are computed in a greedy manner along the
decreasing reliability of the end-to-end channels.

Upon reception of path discovery messages, the client
C computes the optimal path selection P*C using the
Theorems 1–3, and the information it gets from the nodes
about end-to-end paths. It should be noted that these
theorems greatly simplify the rate allocation in flow-
equivalent networks. They indeed state that paths should
either be used at their full bandwidth, or simply dropped.
The client then initiates the second phase of our
algorithms, by sending path reservation messages, Resvu,
which are forwarded by the network nodes Ni to the
server, on the backward control channel associated with
link Lu.4 A path reservation message Resvu contains
information about the flow(s) that should be reserved
on link Lu for the streaming session (e.g., requested rate bC

k,
end-to-end loss probability pC

k and flags fk and dk, which
are both set to 1 by C). However, there is no guarantee that
all paths in P*C, can be accommodated simultaneously.
Once all Resv messages are received at node Ni (one for
each outgoing link), the node Ni attempts to greedily
allocate the bandwidth for the requested flows
(dk
¼ fk
¼ 1) on the outgoing links, following the order

of increasing loss probability pC
k . It eventually marks the

flows that cannot be reserved at the requested rate bC
i , by

setting the flag dk
¼ 0. Once a valid subset of paths

P*DP*C is successfully reserved by S (i.e., all dk flags are
set to 1), the nodes update their local view of the network,
N0

i ¼Ni\P
�, and new path discovery messages are

issued. The client aggregates information about the
residual network resources, and updates the path selec-
tion P*C accordingly. The process is iterated until
convergence to the final rate allocation, which is reached
4 Due to practical implementation considerations, an empty Resv

message should be sent even on links that do not contain any reserved

flow. Alternatively, timeouts should be implemented at each intermedi-

ate node.
when all flows reserved by C can be accommodated by the
network at the requested rate bk

C.
The distributed path selection and rate allocation

algorithms illustrated in Fig. 2 are finally summarized in
Algorithms 1 and 2, where the left-hand side and right-
hand side columns, respectively, correspond to the path
discovery and path extensions phases. Initially, both
algorithms start at the server side, with step 4. The
algorithms differ in the path extension rule (step 3 in the
bottom left block).

The path extension rule directly controls the
convergence to the stable rate allocation, but also the
quality of the rate allocation solution. Comprehen-
sive information about end-to-end paths as created by
Rule 1 permits to reach an optimal rate allocation,
but possibly at the expense of several iterations of the
path reservation schemes. The algorithm, however,
converges in a small number of rounds to a feasible
solution,

Algorithm 1. Distributed path selection and rate alloca-
tion algorithm-optimal

Server S:
 Node Ni:

Upon receive Resvu, 8LuAOS:
 Upon receive Resvu, 8LuAOi:
1. compute P*C based on
flags fk;

2. update P* based on flags
dk;

3. if P* ¼ ø or P* ¼ P*C,
return P*;.

4. else update network

view N0
S send Pathu,

8LuAOS.
1. 8 paths Pi
kA{Pi

k}|Pi
k-

LuAResvu\P*: set dk
¼ 0 if

bC
k4r0u, where the

available output
bandwidth r0u is updated
according to a greedy
allocation;

2. send Resvv, 8LvAIi.
Node Ni:
 Client C:

Upon receive Pathu, 8LuAIi:
 Upon receive Pathu, 8LuAIC:

1. update network graph

N0
i;

2. compute available paths

Pi according to N0
i;
1. compute the set of
available paths PC;

2. compute the optimal
allocation P*C from PC;
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3. compute extended paths
Oi resp. Gi, 8LvAOi,
according to Rule 1;

4. send discovery messages
Pathu, 8LvAOi.
3. 8PC
kAP*C, set fk

¼ dk
¼ 1;

4. send reservation
messages Resvv, 8LvAIC.
Algorithm 2. Distributed path selection and rate alloca-
tion algorithm-greedy

Server S: N
ode Ni:

Upon receive Resvu, 8LuAOS: U
pon receive Resvu, 8LuAOi:

1. compute P*C based on

flags fk;
2. update P* based on flags

dk;
3. if P* ¼ ø or P* ¼ P*C,

return P*;
4. else update network

view N0
S send Pathu,

8LuAOS.
1. 8 paths Pi
kA{Pi

k}|Pi
k-

LuAResvu\P*: set dk
¼ 0 if

bC
k4r0u, where the

available output
bandwidth r0u is updated
according to a greedy
allocation;

2. send Resvv, 8LvAIi.
Node Ni: C
lient C:

Upon receive Pathu, 8LuAIi: U
pon receive Pathu, 8LuAIC:

1. update network graph

N0
i;

2. compute available paths

Pi according to N0
i;

3. compute extended paths
Oi, resp. Gi 8LvAOi,
according to Rule 2;

4. send discovery messages
Pathv, 8LvAOi.
1. compute the set of
available paths PC;

2. compute the optimal
allocation P*C from PC;

3. 8PC
kAP*C, set fk

¼ dk
¼ 1;

4. send reservation
messages Resvv, 8LvAIC.
given the network graph G. The Rule 2 constructs only a
limited subset of end-to-end network paths, given a
greedy forwarding solution at each intermediate node Ni.
It leads to a quicker computation of the solution, which
may however be suboptimal. Both algorithms are ana-
lyzed in Section 5 and their performance is compared in
Section 6.

5. Analysis and discussion

5.1. Convergence properties

This section proposes an analysis of the path selection
and rate allocation algorithms introduced in the previous
section. Under the assumption that the network is stable
during the execution of our algorithms, we derive hard
bounds on the convergence of the rate allocation towards
the optimized solution. Observe that one iteration of the
algorithms requires one complete message exchange
between S and C, on the available paths. Hence, the time
required by one round is in the order of the round-trip
time (RTT) of the slowest paths in the network. The
computations at intermediate nodes and at S and C are
trivial and their duration can be neglected. The rate
allocation algorithms generally converge in a very small
number of steps (as shown in the next section), so that the
assumption about the stability of the network in terms of
average bandwidth and loss probability of the network
links is usually valid. Since the total number of paths is
quite small in general [10], the algorithms reach a stable
solution in a convergence time corresponding to only a
small number of RTTs. This is equal to the number of
rounds of the iterative path selection that are needed for
convergence, and the average link characteristics are likely
to stay unchanged during that period.

In order to derive exact bounds on the performance of
our algorithms, we further assume that the control
channel is reliable, and that nodes are synchronized, i.e.,
any node receives all dedicated control packets in a bounded
time interval. Note that perfect synchronization is not
crucial for the design of the proposed algorithms, which
can work with looser synchronization. Loose node synchro-
nization can be achieved by employing separate synchroni-
zation protocols [18]. Most works addressing decentralized
systems [24] assume loose node synchronization in order to
derive bounds on protocol performance.

We consider first the Algorithm 1, which uses Rule 1
for path extension: the client has a complete view of end-
to-end paths to compute the path selection. We show that
the Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal solution in one
round if paths are disjoint. Then, we show that in the
worst case, one round of the algorithm reserves at least
the path with the lowest loss probability. Consequently,
the Algorithm 1 terminates in a finite number of rounds.
We now formally prove these three properties.

Property 1. If the paths requested by C do not share any

bottleneck joint link Lu, Algorithm 1 converges in one round.

Proof. Let PC be the set of available paths between S and
C discovered by Algorithm 1, and let P*C ¼ {PC

1, y, PC
m} be

the optimal set of paths chosen by C for transmission,
according to Theorems 1–3. If bC

k represents the available
rate of on requested path PC

kAP*C, we have bC
kpru, 8LuAPC

k .
Since, by hypothesis, the chosen paths PC

k do not contain
any joint bottleneck link Lu, we have ruX

P
k:Lu2Pk

C
bk

C,
8LuAPC

k and 8PC
kAP*C. This means that any node Ni, upon

the reception of reservation packets, Resv, can allocate the
requested bandwidth on the outgoing links for all
requested flows. Therefore, no flow is marked with
dk
¼ 0, and the server S can compute the optimal

allocation P* ¼ P*C, after one round of the protocol. &

Property 2. Let the network graph that corresponds to the

available resources at one stage of the algorithm be denoted

G0 ¼ [
i:Ni2V

N0
i During each round, Algorithm 1 reserves in G0

at least the end-to-end flow PC
i between S and C which is

affected by the smallest loss probability PC
i .

Proof. Let PC
i AP*C\P* be the lowest loss probability path

requested by C but not yet reserved by our algorithm.
Observe that PC

i is the lowest loss probability path in the
residual graph G0, and also in the local view N0

i observed
by each node Ni. Hence, at every node Ni traversed by PC

i ,
the flow PC

i will have priority during the greedy reserva-
tion phase of Algorithm 1.

Indeed, from the path extension operation we have
bC

i pru, 8LuAPC
i . Hence PC

i is successfully reserved at each
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intermediate node Ni on the path. Finally, the flow PC
i

reaches S with the Resv packets with both flags di
¼ fi
¼ 1,

hence the server S integrates the flow to the set of
successfully reserved paths:P* ¼ P*

S
PC

i . &

Property 3. Algorithm 1 converges, and terminates in at

most m rounds, where m is the number of allocated flows,

which is moreover not larger than the total number of

available distinct paths in G.

Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Property 2. At
each round, the algorithm reserves at least one flow, and
the available rate of the links in the residual network
decreases. Hence, in subsequent rounds of the algorithm,
the client C will not be able to request an infinite number
of flows. &

The previous properties show that given the available
flow-equivalent network graph G, Algorithm 1 converges
to the optimal path selection in a limited number of
rounds, no more than the total number of available end-
to-end paths between S and C. Moreover, in the case of
disjoint network paths, our protocol manages to reserve
the optimal set of flows needed for transmission in a
single round. Finally, for the more general case, the
algorithm secures at least one transmission flow from
the optimal allocation.

We now concentrate on the second algorithm, and
demonstrate that it converges in a single iteration.
Moreover, we show that the solution offered by Algori-
thm 2 is actually identical to the optimal solution
provided by Algorithm 1 if each network node has only
one outgoing link.

Property 4. Algorithm 2 converges after one round of path

discovery and selection phases.

Proof. Let PC be the set of available paths between S and
C, as discovered in the path discovery phase of Algorithm
2, based on path extension Rule 2. Let further P*C ¼ {PC

1,
y, PC

m} be the optimal set of paths chosen by C for
transmission according to Theorems 1–3, based on the
information received from the network nodes. Let finally
bC

k be the rate of the requested path PC
kAP*C, with bC

kpru,
8LuAPC

k . The greedy rate allocation in the path extension
given by Rule 2 ensures that at any node Ni, and 8LuAOi,
we have

P
k:Lu2Pk

C
bk

Cpru. This means that any node Ni,
upon reception of reservation packets, can allocate the
bandwidth on the outgoing links for all requested flows.
Therefore, no flow is marked with dk

¼ 0, and the server S

can compute the optimal allocation P* ¼ P*C, after one
round of the protocol. &

Property 5. Algorithm 2 provides the same solution as

Algorithm 1 if the outdegree of every intermediate node Ni is

equal to 1.

Proof. In this particular type of networks, we observe
that the rate allocation operations during path extension
in the path discovery phase becomes identical for both
Algorithms 1 and 2. Since the rest of the algorithms is
totally identical, they will provide the exact same solution,
which is moreover optimal. &
Algorithm 2 offers a fast way of computing available
end-to-end network paths between S and C. Since rate
allocation decisions are taken independently at each
intermediate node, the algorithm works for any type of
loop-free DAGs.

5.2. Practical implementation

We discuss here the practical implementation of the
proposed algorithms, and propose a few examples for
deployment in real network scenarios. In large scale
networks, monitoring end-to-end paths between any two
given nodes becomes highly complex and costly. Nor
active neither passive monitoring solutions scale well in
terms of execution time, accuracy and complexity with a
growing number of intermediate nodes and network
segments [7]. Since full knowledge about network status
cannot be achieved in large scale networks, distributed
path computation solutions are certainly advisable. They
additionally permit to release the computational burden
of a single node/server, and distribute it among several
intermediate nodes [16]. Networking protocols have been
proposed to organize large scale random network graphs
into DAGs [34], or sets of multiple end-to-end paths [32]
and even to ensure special network properties like path
disjointness and survivability [14].

We address the decentralized path computation and
rate allocation problem, from the perspective of a media
streaming application. The forwarding decisions are taken
in order to maximize the quality of service of such specific
applications, in particular to minimize the loss probability
and aggregate enough transmission bandwidth. Our
algorithms run at the application layer and present a
low complexity in terms of message passing and execu-
tion time. In variable network scenarios, where the link
parameters change slowly over time, our algorithms can
be run periodically in order to adapt the rate allocation to
a dynamic network topology. Observe that the fastest
network parameter estimation algorithms offer good
results on timescales of a few seconds [23], while the
execution of our path computation algorithms takes one,
or a few RTTs. Hence, running our algorithm periodically,
on timescales equal to the network estimation intervals
ensures efficient routing and rate allocation with the
latest estimation about the network state. Finally, the
control overhead can be limited to two packets on each
link of the network, for each iteration of the distributed
algorithms. For most typical scenarios, the overhead stays
very low compared to the streaming rate. It typically
depends on the periodicity chosen for the computation of
the distributed rate allocation. We finally identify a few
typical scenarios where effective rate allocation between
multiple stream paths can bring interesting benefits in
terms of media quality. The list is certainly not exhaustive,
and it rather describes a few practical situations where
the application of the algorithms proposed above is
straightforward.
�
 Overlay network scenarios (e.g., structured peer-to-
peer networks or Content Distribution Networks). The
media information from a server is forwarded towards
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the client by multiple edge servers or proxy, which
belong to the same overlay network. The client
consumes the aggregated media stream from multiple
transmission flows employed by the application.

�
 Wireless network scenarios (e.g., WiFi networks). A

wireless client can aggregate the media information
transmitted on multiple wireless channels. Interfer-
ence among transmission channels can be minimized
by choosing non-overlapping wireless channels (e.g.,
there are eight non-overlapping channels according to
the IEEE 802.11a standard specifications), and by
optimizing the transmission schedule in the wireless
network [31].

�
 Hybrid network scenarios (e.g., UMTS/GPRS/WiFi net-

works). A mobile client can simultaneously benefit
from multiple wireless services in order to retrieve the
media information from a server connected to the
internet backbone.

Our framework for path selection and rate allocation
can be applied to any of the above-mentioned scenarios in
a straightforward manner. For the case of shared network
resources in many-to-many setups, simple modifications
to our algorithms can yield good resource allocations
among clients, given an optimization metric. Consider F
as the resource sharing policy implemented at an
intermediate node i. F is designed according to the final
optimization metric of the overall system, e.g., maximiz-
ing system quality [4]. Fairness and congestion control
mechanisms on the end-to-end discovered paths can also
be successfully applied [19], simple distributed resource
sharing and packet prioritization schemes can be im-
plemented based on the different importance of the
simultaneous sessions [2]. Based on F, each node i can
take an appropriate decision on how to allocate its
resources, (namely the bandwidth of the outgoing links)
among the concurrent applications, based on predefined
utility functions for example. While the design of a truly
fair distribution of resources between concurrent sessions
is outside the scope of this paper, our generic framework
permits to easily limit the bandwidth offered to a single
session. The implementation of independent congestion
control solutions becomes, therefore, straightforward.

6. Simulations

6.1. Simulation setup

We analyze the performance of our path computation
algorithms in different network scenarios, and we com-
pare them to simple heuristic-based rate allocation
algorithms. Results are presented in terms of convergence
time, and video quality performance. We first study the
average behavior of the algorithms in random network
graphs, and we eventually discuss in details a specific
scenario, implemented in ns2 [8] in the presence of
cross traffic.

In all simulations, the test image sequence is built by
concatenation of the foreman sequence, in CIF format, in
order to produce a 1500-frame video stream, encoded in
H.264 format at 30 frames per second (equivalent to 50 s
of video). The encoded bitstream is packetized into a
sequence of network packets, where each packet contains
information related to at most one video frame. The size of
the packets is limited by the size of the maximum
transmission unit (MTU) on the underlying network. The
packets are sent through the network on the chosen paths,
in a FIFO order, following a simple scheduling algorithm
[11]. The video decoder finally implements a simple frame
repetition error concealment strategy in case of packet
loss. A video packet is correctly decoded at the client,
unless it is lost during transmission due to the errors on
the network links, or unless it arrives at the client past its
decoding deadline. We consider typical video-on-demand
(VoD) streaming scenarios, where the admissible playback
delay is large enough, i.e., larger than the time needed to
transmit the biggest packet on the lowest bandwidth path.
6.2. Random network graphs

We generate two types of network topologies: (i)
typical Wireless network graphs, with low bandwidth and
high error probability for the network links and (ii) Hybrid

network scenarios, where the server is connected to the
wired infrastructure (high rate, low loss probability), and
the client can access the internet via multiple wireless
links, that have a reduced bandwidth, and an increased
loss probability. For both scenarios, we generate 500
random graphs. Any two nodes in the graph are directly
connected with a probability g. The parameters for each
link are randomly chosen according to a normal distribu-
tion, in the interval [Rmin, Rmax] for the bandwidth, and,
respectively, [pmin, pmax] for the loss probability. The
parameters for representative wired and wireless links are
presented in Table 1.

We limit the size of the generated graphs to 15 nodes.
In this case, the number of available paths between the
server and the client is already much larger than the
number of paths actually chosen for the media transmis-
sion (6.89 and 6.73 available paths in average for the
Hybrid and Wireless case, respectively). The results below
can be easily extended to larger networks, where the
graph processing algorithms, however, rapidly become the
computational bottleneck. Note that these algorithms are
independent of path selection and distributed rate alloca-
tion strategies studied in this paper.

First, we analyze the number of rounds in which
Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal rate allocation given
by a centralized algorithm, as proposed in Ref. [10]. The
results for both network scenarios are presented in Fig. 3.
We observe that the large majority of the cases require
less than three iterations in order to reach the optimal rate
allocation. This shows that our algorithm performs very
fast and needs only a very small number of control
messages to converge to the optimal rate allocation.

Next, we propose to examine in Fig. 4 the convergence
of Algorithm 1, computed in terms of video distortion, as
compared to the quality of the stream achieved with the
optimal rate allocation. We observe that the distortion
due to Algorithm 1 rapidly decreases, and that the partial
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Table 1
Parameters for random graph generation

Parameter Wired links Wireless links

Connectivity probability g 0.4 0.6

Rmin 106 bps 105 bps

Rmax 3�106 bps 7�105 bps

pmin 10�4 10�3

pmax 5�10�3 4�10�2
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solutions are very close to the optimal one, even after the
first round of the iterative rate allocation strategy. It
clearly illustrates that the proposed distributed algorithm
converges very fast to the optimal solution, and that the
most critical paths in terms of video quality are already
allocated by the very initial rounds of the distributed
solution.

In both Figs. 3 and 4, we can observe that Algorithm 1
performs better in the Hybrid network scenario, than in
the Wireless case. This is due to the fact that this network
scenario has in average less bottleneck links. Please
observe that in this simulated scenario, the bottleneck
links are usually the wireless links, since the rates of the
wired links are much higher. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is
expected to converge faster to the optimal solution in the
Hybrid scenario, where path are less likely to share
bottleneck links. This is in accordance with the properties
of this algorithm presented in the previous section.

Then, we analyze the performance of the proposed
algorithm, in terms of video quality obtained with the rate
allocation solution. We compare the results obtained with
Algorithm 1, to the ones obtained by a simpler distributed
heuristic that forwards the incoming network flow at each
intermediate node on the best outgoing link in terms of
loss probability (e.g., single best-path streaming). We
compute the distribution of the penalty in quality suffered
by the heuristic scenario, for 500 different network
graphs. Results are represented in Fig. 5. They illustrate
the probability for the improvement in quality to be above
a predefined threshold x. We observe that, for both
network scenarios, our algorithm obtains significantly
better results in more than 80% of the cases. This
motivates the extra control overhead introduced by
Algorithm 1, which is needed to reach the optimal rate
allocation. A similar behavior is shown in Fig. 6, where we
observe that Algorithm 2 also performs much better than
the single best path strategy, in a large fraction of the
cases considered, and for both network scenarios.

Algorithms 1 and 2 are compared in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7
represents the difference in quality incurred by Algorithm
2, with respect to the optimal allocation offered by
Algorithm 1. A similar representation is proposed in
Fig. 8, where the quality provided by Algorithm 1 is
computed based on the rate allocation obtained after the
first round of the iterative algorithm, as opposed to the
optimal allocation that is used in Fig. 7. From both figures,
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we see that, for the Wireless scenario, the performance of
the greedy scheme is equal to the optimal solution in
more than 50% of the cases. Algorithm 2 is even better,
when compared to the execution of the optimal algorithm
after the first round (80% of the cases providing similar
results). This is due to the very small number of paths
chosen for transmission, and to the fact that link
parameters in the Wireless scenario are quite homoge-
neous. In the pathological case where all network links
would have the same parameters, the performance of the
two algorithms would be identical. However, in the Hybrid

network scenario, we observe that the greedy algorithm
offers bad results in a significant number of cases, since
quality attains only 50% of the optimal solution in almost
20% of the cases. This is mainly due to the heterogeneity of
the network links parameters in hybrid scenarios.

Finally, we compare Algorithms 1 and 2 in terms of
number of paths chosen for the streaming application. The
results for the Wireless and Hybrid network scenarios are
presented in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. We observe that
in general Algorithm 2 uses a smaller number of flows for
transmission. This can be explained by the greedy
allocation of paths, when Rule 2 is used for path
extension. Similar results can be observed when the
average streaming rate is computed for the solutions
provided by both algorithms, for each type of networks.
Table 2 shows that Algorithm 2 generally results in a
smaller transmission rate. However, the performance in
terms of received video quality is very close to the optimal
one, since the paths with the lowest loss probability are
prioritized in both algorithms. In addition, the particular
network setup used in the simulation allows for average
streaming rates that already offer a good encoding quality,
where the rate-distortion gradient is not very large.

Overall, the previous results show that Algorithm 1
represents a fast path computation solution in most types
of networks that present a low number of bottleneck links.
On the other side, Algorithm 2 offers a viable, lower
complexity alternative for very large network scenarios
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with homogeneous link parameters, where convergence
time is an issue (e.g., in networks characterized by quickly
varying parameters).
6.3. Sample network scenario

We now compare the performance of the two path
computation algorithms presented in this paper, in a
specific network scenario that represents a practical case
study in wired networks. We transmit the foreman

sequence, encoded at 375 and 550 kbps over the network
presented in Fig. 11(a). The network scenario is repro-
duced in the ns2 simulator, and the algorithms presented
here are implemented as extensions to the simulator. On
each of the network paths from the server to the client, we
simulate 10 background flows. These flows are generated
according to an on/off source model with exponential
Table 2
Average transmission rates chosen by Algorithms 1 and 2

Wireless (kpbs) Hybrid (kpbs)

Algorithm 1 625 957

Algorithm 2 527 681
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Algorithms 1 and 2 in the Hybrid Network Case.
distribution of staying time, and average rates between
100 and 300 kbps. The instantaneous rate available to the
streaming application is considered to be the difference
between the total link bandwidth, and the instantaneous
rate of the aggregated background traffic. We generate
two network cases, one with low average link rates and
high transmission error probability (i.e., end-to-end loss
probability higher than 6%), and a second case with higher
average link rates and average transmission error prob-
ability (i.e., end-to-end loss probability of about 3%). The
average bandwidth, and loss probabilities are presented in
Table 3, for the two cases under consideration. The
network MTU is set to 1000 bytes worth of video data.
Finally, we also consider cases where the video stream is
sent along with forward error protection. Overhead
packets are sent in addition to the video packets for
packet loss recovery. FEC blocks of 20 packets are formed
by adding two redundant packets for each set of 18 video
packets in the first network case. In the second case, one
FEC packet is added to each group of 19 video packets.
Therefore, all video packets can be recovered if at least 18,
respectively 19 packets are correctly received in a block of
20 packets. Note that in this specific scenario, both
strategies result in an overall streaming rate that is
smaller than the average aggregated bandwidth available
on the network. Distortion is mostly caused by packet
losses, or late arrival due to bandwidth fluctuations.

Fig. 11(b and c) first show the path selection provided
by Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. Both network cases
result in the same allocation and the application packets
and the control messages of our algorithms share the
same network links. Simulations are then run according to
these path allocations, and each simulation point is
averaged over 10 simulation runs. Figs. 12 and 13 present
the performance of Algorithms 1 and 2 as a function of the
playback delay imposed by the client, respectively in
absence or presence of FEC protection. Recall that the
server performs a simple round-robin packet scheduling
strategy, for a given set of streaming path. Hence, the
playback delay influences the scheduling performance,
and larger playback delays permit to pay smaller penalty
due to the scheduler choices. The video distortion values
incorporate the source distortion due to the low encoding
rate of the sequence, along with the loss distortion due to
packet transmission loss, and late arrivals at the client. We
observe that even if the choice of transmission paths
differs between the two algorithms, the performance is
similar, since the end-to-end paths are disjoint, and quite
homogeneous in the network case under study. It can be
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Table 3
Parameter values for the network links in Fig. 11

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7

Case 1: loss (%) 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 2.5

Case 1: rate (kbps) 325 225 225 225 325 225 225

Case 2: loss (%) 1.5 1.0 1.0 0.75 1.0 0.5 1.5

Case 2: rate (kbps) 450 300 300 300 450 300 300
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Fig. 13. Performance evaluation of Algorithms 1 and 2 as a function of

playback delay (Network Case 1, with FEC).
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Fig. 14. Temporal evolution of the video quality (Network Case 2, no

FEC).
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Fig. 15. Temporal evolution of the video quality (Network Case 2, with

FEC).
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noted that the influence of the playback delay is similar
for both schemes. At the same time, it can be observed
that using even a minimum error protection strategy
unsurprisingly improves the final results. The impact of
the playback delay on the distortion measure compared to
transmission errors is also more visible in this case, as the
latter are mostly compensated for by the FEC scheme.
Very similar results can be observed for the second
network case with the 500 kbps video bitstream, but they
are omitted here due to space constraints.

Finally, we pick one of the simulation runs for each
algorithm, and analyze the temporal evolution of the
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quality. The average video quality is measured at the
receiver for each group of 30 pictures, with or without
FEC, respectively. Results are presented in Figs. 14 and 15
for the second network case, where the playback delay
imposed by the client is set to one second. It can be seen
that both rate allocation algorithms again perform
similarly in the presence of packet loss and cross traffic.
The quality fluctuations are mostly due to packet loss, and
basic FEC protection already helps to improve the decoded
quality. It confirms the results presented above and
positions both algorithms as interesting solutions for
distributed and media-specific rate allocation in multi-
path networks.
7. Conclusions

This paper has addressed the problem of decentralized
path computation for multimedia streaming applications in
large scale networks. When end-to-end monitoring at the
media server becomes intractable and expensive, distrib-
uted mechanisms need to be derived in order to optimize
the streaming process in terms of media quality. We present
two such mechanisms for path computation that differ in
the construction of available paths between the streaming
server and the client on a node-by-node basis. The first
algorithm provides a comprehensive view of the set of end-
to-end paths, which leads to optimal rate allocation, at the
price of a small convergence time. The second algorithm
only offers partial information about the available paths,
which results in a lower complexity solution. However,
thanks to a greedy allocation that favors the most reliable
paths, the performance of the second algorithm stays close
to the optimal performance in most of the cases.

In both algorithms, each node is responsible for a rate
allocation decision for all incoming flows, on the outgoing
links. Hence, the set of available transmission paths
between the server and the client is created only from
the original local network views at each individual
intermediate node. It permits to avoid the assumption of
full network knowledge at any single node in the network
and eliminates the need for expensive path monitoring
mechanisms. Both solutions, therefore, represent inter-
esting alternatives for media-specific path selection in
medium to large scale overlay networks. In particular,
extensive simulations demonstrate that the optimal
algorithm converges very fast, especially in networks that
present a small number of bottleneck links. At the same
time, the greedy algorithm represents a viable and low
complexity solution in very large network scenarios with
homogeneous link parameters and stringent limitations
on the convergence time of the algorithm.
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